
INFLATABLE BACKPACK 15L COFFEE
Inflatable backpack for all computers up to 16"

REF : ST-111-395P-02

EAN : 0618952511699

EXISTS IN : BLACK, BROWN

DESCRIPTION :

BagPack is a backpack with a uniquely ingenious inflatable protective laptop airbag, that all stuffs neatly into its own front

pocket for compact stowage.

Unlike anything you’ve seen before, the refreshingly innovative BagPack is designed for reliable, minimal, lightweight carry

but also compact out-of-the-way storage. Perfect for the traveler or commuter looking to carry their gear securely without

the bulk of a traditional backpack.

Made of ruggedly durable yet feather-light 210D nylon, the BagPack is designed to securely carry a full load of cargo while

staying light on your shoulders.

STRENGTHS :

Packs into front zipper pocket for compact stowage

Inflatable TPU bladder sleeve provides laptop protection, bag structure, and back

cushioning

Highly rugged 210D nylon material resists wear for long product lifespan

Lightweight fabric for comfortable carry and quick compression

Comfortable contoured shoulder straps

Easy grab zipper pulls for quick access to pockets and compartments

Durable zippers stand up to repeated opening and closing

Fits up to 16” laptops

Retails easily allowing more units displayed in the same square footage



CHARACTERISTICS :

fits up to 16?

main material(s): 100% nylon

outer dimensions: 18.9 x 12.4 x 6.3 in / 48 x 31.5 x 16 cm

outer dimensions packed: 9.5 x 6.0 x 4.0 in / 24.1 x 15.2 x 10.2 cm

weight: 1.1 lbs / 0.5 kg

capacity: 15 L / 915.4 in

device compatibility: fits up to 16″

 

COMPATIBILITY :

MacBook Air 13" (2022 - M2), MacBook Air 15" (2023), MacBook Pro 13" (2021 - M1), MacBook Pro 13" (2022 - M2), MacBook

Pro 14" (2021- M1), MacBook Pro 14" (2023 - M3), MacBook Pro 16" (2021 - M1), MacBook Pro 16" (2023 - M3), PC 15,

MacBook Air 13" (2020 - USB-C), MacBook Pro 15", MacBook Pro 15" (USB-C), MacBook Pro 16", PC 15.6, MacBook Pro 14"

(2023 - M2), MacBook Pro 16" (2023 - M2), MacBook Air 13" (2024 - M3), MacBook Air 15" (2024 - M3)


